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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1907, Hahn [5] proved his embedding theorem for abelian totally 
ordered groups. That result spawned a host of similar embedding theorems 
for a wide variety of structures with valuations. Often the set r of values was 
only partially ordered. Gravett [4] went farthest in the lack of structure 
assumed. IJsing Conrad’s theory of r-groups [I] as a model, he developed a 
theory of sets with valuation (to be known here as r-sets). 
Holland [6] recently contributed to the theory of permutation groups a 
generalized notion of wreath product, which was subsequently applied to 
ordered permutation groups by Holland and the present author [A. Here we 
use the theory of P-sets to further the theory of wreath products. Familiarity 
with r-sets is not assumed; nor, from a strictly logical point of view, is 
familiarity with wreath products (except for a few not very difficult details of 
proof). However, for motivation, the reader should be somewhat familiar 
either with [6] or with its sequel [7l, which actually provides a more natural 
introduction to wreath products. 
Given a transitive permutation group (G, S), Holland picks an appropriate 
collection ((S, , 9) I y E r), r an index set of pairs of G-congruences, with 
S, C 9; and partially orders r -= ((S, , 9) 1 y E r> by the rule (S,, , 9) < 
(S, , 9) iff SY _C S, . He associates with each y a permutation group (GY , $). 
Then he picks an arbitrary element 0 from the Cartesian product nrer S,, , 
defines R to be the set of all elements y of the product such 
that {y E Pi y(y) $ O(y)) satisfies the maximum condition, and defines a 
group W of permutations of R. (TV, R) is a “generalized wreath product,” a 
universal object analogous to a Hahn group. Finally, he constructs an 
“immediate embedding” of (G, S) in (IV, R). Holland also states a theorem 
concerning extensions of immediate embeddings, but its proof contains a 
lacuna which, as will be seen, cannot be bridged with his techniques. He uses 
the extension theorem to show that the wreath product (W, R) is the unique 
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“immediate extension” of (C, S) which itself has no proper immediate 
extension. (The proof can easily be modified so as to avoid the lacuna in the 
proof of the extension theorem.) 
Here we equip S with a r-valuation by defining (S,, , 9) to be a value of a 
pair (s, t) of elements of S iff sS~t but not s&t. This approach is useful because 
the universal r-set V(S) t urns out to be precisely R. En route to a galaxy 
of theorems about generalized wreath products analogous to Conrad’s 
results on r-groups, we reprove Holland’s results. The new proof of extension 
theorem 15 depends on the characterization in theorem 14 of an arbitrary 
immediate embedding of (G, S) in (W, R). By adding a small condition to 
Holland’s definition of immediate extension, we are able to strengthen the 
extension theorem in a way which leads to the desired additional theory. We 
deduce that the uniqueness of the wreath product (W, R) is up to isomorphism 
over (G, S), and that any two immediate embeddings of (G, S) in (W, R) 
differ by an automorphism of (W, R). We give a new characterization ((4) of 
corollary 21) of the wreath product and a description of its automorphisms 
(corollary 24). Finally, these results are applied to ordered wreath products. 
In order to have a sufficiently potent theory of r-sets, we first extend the 
results in [4] to include theorems analogous to those stated above for permuta- 
tion groups. In the process, we also simplify some of Gravett’s proofs. 
2. r&m 
The following definitions are essentially those of Gravett [4]. Let r be a 
partially ordered set (PO-set). A subset Z of I’ is said to be trivially ordered if 
for u, r E .E, (3 < 7 implies u = 7. A r-valuation on E is a map Val that 
assigns to each pair (x, y) E E x E a trivially ordered subset of r (the set of 
values of (x, y)) and satisfies, for x, y, z E E and y E I’, 
(1) Val(x, y) is empty iff x = y, 
(2) Val(x, y) = Val(y, x), and 
(3) If y < any value of (x, y) or of (y, Z) then y < any value of (x, x). 
A r-set is a set equipped with a r-valuation. For example, a group with 
(totally ordered) valuation set r can be made into a r-set by defining Val(x, y) 
to bc the set containing as its only element the value of q-1. 
For each y E I’, we define a pair (E., , Ev) of congruences (equivalence 
relations) on E, to be known as the lower and upper y-congruences, respectively. 
We set xE,y iff yq any value of (x, y); and xDy iff yd: any value of (x, y). 
Clearly By = &,, L$ . As with r-groups [1], it is convenient to use the 
y-congruences to rephrase Grave&s definition of r-set. We say that a set E 
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is a r-set if to each y E r is assigned a pair (E, , P) of congruences on E 
satisfying, for x, y E E and /3, y E r, 
(1) E., c E’, 
(2) /3 < y implies P C E,, , 
(3) For each x rf; y, there exists y such that xEyy but not xE,y, and 
(4) If not xEey, then there exists y > /3 such that xDy but not zE,,y, 
A value of (x, y) is now a y such that ~E’yy but not xETy. By (2) and (4), 
xEyy iff yz& any value of (x, y), whence it is easy to show that the two defmi- 
tions are equivalent. 
If E c F are r-sets, we say that F is a I’-extension of B (or E is a lkhset of F) 
if Val, is equal to the restriction Val, i E x E, or, equivalently, if each 
E, = F,, 1 E x E (and thus each ,?P = Fy 1 E x E). A r-extension F of E is 
immediate (or a c-extension) if whenever E meets a congruence class xFY, E also 
meets xF,, . E is immediately closed if it has no immediate r-extensions. 
A bijection F from a r-set E onto a r-set F is a r-isomorphism if 
Val(x,, yy) =- Val(r, y) for all x,y E E, or, equivalently, if the lower 
y-congruences (and thus also the upper y-congruences~ are preserved, i.e., 
(q) F,(yy) iff xE,,y. A r-~~edd~~ of E in F is a r-isomorphism of E onto 
a I’-subset K of I;; and is immediate if F is an immediate r-extension of K. 
Henceforth we defer to convenience and to usage in [4] and [6], and omit the 
P as a prefix for extensions and embeddings. 
For each y E r, x E: E, we define a residue set xLP/E, = {yl?., j yIL, C sEv). 
E is equi-cardinal if for any given y, the cardinality of xEYIE,, is independent of 
x. Warning: A r-subset of an equi-cardinal r-set need not be equi.-cardinal. 
Now let {$ j y E r) be a collection of non-empty sets indexed by r. Let i;r 
be the Cartesian product river $, , and let ‘L’(Y) denote the yth coordinate of 
v E tr^. Choosing a fixed but arbitrary point 0 E F, we define the szrpport of 
‘L’ E v to be fy E r / v(y) f O(y)). Kow let I, = V(0) consist of those ‘2: E i; 
whose supports satisfy the maximum condition, i.e., every non-empty subset 
of the support of v has a maximal element. It follows that if u, z1 E V, then 
(y c r i u(y) f $y)f satisfies the maximum condition. We define Val(u, r~) 
to bc the set of maximal elements of (y E r 1 u(y) # v(y)). Thus uI’.,a iff 
u(S) = v(S) for all S > y; and uI% iff u(S) = c(S) for all S > y. 
LEIWIA 1. For each v E V, y E T, s,, E &, there exists II E V such that 
u(S) = v(S)for aZE S # y, but u(y) = sv . 
Proof. Since the support of v satisfies the maximum property, so does that 
of U. 
THEOREM 2 (Gravett). V is arz e~ui-carding r-set. 
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l’roof. Clearly I’ is a P-set. Equi-cardinality follows from the lemma, 
which guarantees that the residue set xVy/I’., is canonically isomorphic to $, . 
When convenient, we shall identify xVy/V., with 3, . 
Clearly all Ir(0)’ s, for various 0 E v, are r-isomorphic, justifying the 
writing of I’(0) as I’. As a technical device, Gravett also equips certain other 
“maximal based subsets” of rwith r-valuations; but the present development 
circumvents the need for them, and they are eventually shown by Gravett to 
be F-isomorphic to I’, so we shall ignore them. Gravett needs for theorem 2 
and the following lemma 3 to apply to these more general sets, which 
complicates their proof considerably. 
LEMMA 3 (Gravett). Let Z C P have the property that if y >, 0 E 2, y E r, 
then y E Z. Let (su I u E Z} be a set indexed by Z, with each s, E & . Suppose that 
for each a E 2, there exists v, E V such that v,(7) = s, for all 7 > 0. Then there 
exists v E V such that v(7) = v7 for all T E 2. 
Proof. Define v E Y by setting v(7) = v, for 7 E Z, and V(T) = O(T) 
otherwise. Then v E V. 
Now let E be any equi-cardinal r-set and pick an arbitrary 3c0 E E. Let E,, 
be the residue set x,Ey/E., . Form V = V(E) = V(E, x,,) as above, picking 
0 such that O(y) = x&, . Since E is equi-cardinal, V(E) is independent of x,, 
(up to F-isomorphism). IfF is an equi-cardinal immediate extension of E, then 
p,, and &, are “the same,” meaning that for any x0 E E, a canonical 
isomorphism from xJP/EY onto x,,Fy!F, is given by the correspondence 
YE,, tt yF,( y E x,J?); and thus V(E, x,,) and V(F, x,,) are “the same.” 
We wish to obtain (in corollary 7) an immediate embedding v : E --+ V = 
V(E, x0). To do this, we shall coordinative E by picking, for each residue set 
yE’/E, , an x,-coordinate map, i.e., a bijection T,,~ from yEyIl$ onto 
x,EY/E~ = g,, , and arranging that for each y E E, {y E F I (YE,,) pYev $ x,E,) 
satisfies the maximum condition. vYvy will depend only on y and the set yEV, 
i.c., if t EYE?, then vY,’ = P~,~. An x0-coordinatization {T~,~,) corresponds to 
a decomposition in [l]. We shall find that in the proof of theorem 4, the 
requirement that {y E P (YE,) T.,,~ # x,,EY} satisfy the maximum condition 
is used only to guarantee that the map v sends E into V. In practice, this will 
be arranged instead by the use of lemma 3. Arranging that E be sent into V 
is the departure from Gravett’s development that permits us to avoid the 
concept of maximal based subset. 
THEOREM 4. Let E be an equi-cardinal r-set. The rule (yq)(y) = ( yE.,)qY., , 
y E E, gives a one-to-one correspondence between the collection of immediate 
embeddings v : E-P V(E, x0) and the collection of x,,-coordinatization {F,,,~} 
of E. (A description of an arbitrary embedding v : E--+ V(E, x,,) is obtained by 
not reqzuking the ~~,~‘s to be onto.) 
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Pmof. Let 93: c + + I/ = V(E, x0) be an immediate embedding. Since 
r-isomorphisms preserve all y-congruences, the qv,Y’s obtained by defining 
fYE?J %+A? := &Z)(Y) are well defined and one-to-one. Since ‘p is immediate, 
cpv.?, is onto x,EyjE, . Fory E E, fr E I’ j (y&Y,) cp f x&,f = (y E I’ 1 (~~~(~) f 
O(y)), which satisfies the maximum condition. Hence &,.,) is a coordinatiza- 
tion. Conversely, let {yYPy,J be a ~oordinat~ation of E. Define v : L? --t V by 
(NW = (Y-0 9Y.V - Since b E r I &P)(Y) f  O(Y)) = fr E: r I Ld-k) 9jyey i: 
x&,,}, p, does indeed send E into I/. Moreover, by condition (4) in the 
definition of r-set, cp preserves the lower y-congruences and thus is a r- 
isomorphism. 9” is immediate because the CJJ~~~‘s are onto. The one-to-one 
correspondence is now evident. 
EXTENSION THEOREM 5, Let D be a r-subset of an equi-cardinal r-set E, 
let x0 E D, and let y  : D -+ V(E, x,,) be an embedding. For each class yEy that 
meets D, let vYelJ be the injection from ftEv CyE7 j II meets t&J C yelped into 
x&,fE, defined by (t.l$Y) F,,~ := (trp)(y). cp can be extena%d to ~PZ (immediate) 
~be~~~ $ : E- V(E, x0) ;f  and on4 ;f each pvpr can be extended to an 
injection c&,+~, from y.P/E, into (onto) x,lP/E,, , which is of course merely a 
cardinality condition. 
COROLLARY 6. Let D and E be equi-cardinal r-sets, with E a7t im~d~te 
extension of D, and let V =. V(D) = V(E). Therz every (immediate) embedding 
p : D - V can be extended to an ~im~dia~) ~bedding ~ij : E - V. 
COROLLARY 7 (Embedding Theorem, Gravett). Ezery equi-cardinal I’-set 
E can be immed~te~ ~bedded in V(E). 
Proof of Extension Theorem. Necessity is clear. For sufficiency, let us pick 
by assumption, for each 9Y,v such that yE-$ meets D, an extension (jj~,~ mapping 
yEy/E, onto x,EY/E,. . (The proof for arbitrary embeddings is obtained by 
omitting throughout the requirement that the ijv,r’~ be onto). Suppose that 
for i = 1,2, Yve have D C Bi C E, with B, a p-subset of E; together with an 
embedding Bi : Bi -+ V = V(E, x0); that for each class y.& that meets 23, , 
we have an extension (B,).,,, (t o a bijection of yEy~E~ onto x~~~~) of the 
injection (Q,,., : (t& CyEv I tE,, meets BJ -+ xJP/E? , defined by 
(~W4),q i;-l (tU(,>; and that (F~,,} C {(8;),.,}. (This last condition implies 
that 4 exmds y-1 5% set <B, ,4 , @t>,,,l> < 0% , 8, , ((~&J) iff B, C B, 
and ((@r),,,> C ((~&J (which implies that 8, extends 8,). This establishes a 
partial order on the set of such triples, one of which is (D, rp, (F,,,]). By 
Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal triple <B, 8, (@Y,,)>. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that B # E. Pick a E E/B. We shall 
extend 0 to x : B u {x} -+ V so that for any y such that ZEY meets B, 
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@X)(Y) = (z&J kz * For such a y, if we pick b E: ZEY n 3, then for al! 6 > y, 
we have (~~)(~) = (.sE,) @,,, . Hence by Lemma 3, there exists f E Ir such that 
f(Y) = G&J B,,, for all such y. We define xx = Z. By construction, x 
preserves all lower y-congruences and thus is a T-isomorphism. For a class 
zE-/ that meets B, we of course define gY,Z to be BY,, ; and if .zE does not meet 
B, we use equi-cardinality to define a bijection xY,Z mapping zEy/E,, onto 
x&P/EY such that (xE.,) zYy., -- 3Y) = (zxk). %x-v a 0, ~6,,D < <B u @)I 
x, (nylon), a contradiction. Hence B = E; and B : B-P li’ extends 9. By 
theorem 4, 0 is immediate, and the extension theorem is proved. 
Gravett generalizes the notion of pseudo-completeness in fields with 
valuation to obtain an intrinsic characterization of immediately closed T-sets. 
By an overlap of E is meant a collection {A, ] 7 E n$ of lower y-congruence 
classes, indexed by a subset 17 of r, and having the property that if 
p>rr,,rr,,withpgrandn,, s n E D, then -4,r and AZ2 lie in the same lower 
p-congruence class. E is overlap complete if for every overlap, n,,,, A, is 
non-empty. (Gravett’s definition of overlap is here slightly modified, but the 
definition of overlap completeness is equivalent to Gravett’s definition.) If r 
is totally ordered, an overlap is simply a nested tower of lower y-congruence 
classes; and if in addition, r is well ordered, then E is automatically overlap 
complete. 
It is interesting to make precise the analogy which the reader may have 
noticed between overlap completeness and the topological concept of 
compactness. Any T-set E can be topologized by using the lower y-congruence 
classes to generate the closed sets. Upper y-congruence classes are then closed, 
points are closed, and r-isomo~hisms are homeomo~hisms. If E is overlap 
complete, then every collection @ of lower y-congruence classes has the 
following property: If for every finite subset GZ of @, n 02 is non-void, then 
0 g if non-void. It can then be shown that every collection of closed sets has 
this property, so that the topology on E is compact. If I’is totally ordered, the 
converse is aIso true: If the topology is compact, then E is overlap complete. 
THEOREM 8 (Gravett). For an equi-cardinal I’-set E, the fotlozving are 
equivalent: 
(1) E is immediately closed. 
(2) E has no proper equi-cardinal immediate extensions. 
(3) Every im~d~ate ~~edd~~ of E in V(E) is onto. 
(4) E is r-isomorphic to V(E). 
(5) E is overlap complete. 
Proof. Clearly (1) implies (2) implies (3) implies (4). By Lemma 3, (4) 
implies (5). For a proof that (5) implies (I), the reader is referred to [4, 
theorem 81. 
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COROLLARY 9. Any two equi-cardinal immediately closed immediate 
extensions of an equi-cardinal Tset E are T-isomorphic over E. Thus, up to 
T-isomorphism over E, V(E) is the unique equi-cardinal immediately closed 
immediate extension of E. 
COROLLARY 10. Any two immediate embeddings v, and q2 of an equi- 
cardinal r-set E in V(E) differ by an automorphism h of V(E), i.e., y,h == ~a . 
COROLLARY 11. Let V be an equi-cardinal immediately closed r-set, and let 
x,, be an arbitrary element of V. Theorem 4 gives a one-to-one correspondence 
between the collection of r-automorphisms of V and the collection of x0-coordinati- 
zations of V. 
3. INHEREIXT II-Sms 
We shall say that an equi-cardinal r-set E is inherent if 
(1) (E8, E*) + (E7 , EY) if S + y, and 
(2) EY C E6 implies y < S. 
These conditions permit us to identify the po-set r with the collection 
8 = {(E., , Er) 1 y E F}, partially ordered by the rule (E,, , I+) < (E, , ES) iff 
EY C E, . Thus the po-set r is inherent in the r-set E; we may take r to be o@ 
and not separately specify it. When we have two r-sets E and F, and the 
common r is suppressed, we must of course retain the correspondence 
(E,, , Ev) +-, (F,, , Fr) in order to speak of a r-isomorphism from E onto F. 
If a r-valuation on a set E is dejked by taking r to be a collection & of pairs 
of congruences on E, ordered as above, then (1) is automatically satisfied, so 
that E is an inherent r-set provided only that d is plenary and equi-cardinal. 
(By plenary, a term from [3], we mean that 8 satisfies (I), (3), and (4) in the 
second definition of r-set, with “y > /3” replaced in (4) by “E., 3_ Es”.) 
These two conditions will be satisfied in our applications. However, a 
r-subset D of an inherent r-set E need not be inherent. If D is equi-cardinal, 
then D is inherent iff the restriction map 
is an o-isomorphism from 6 onto 9 = ((0, , 07) ) y E r}, with 9 ordered by 
(0, , 0’) < (D, , Da) iff Dy C D, . $ is automatically an order-preserving map 
from d onto 9, but may fail to be one-to-one and I/J-~ may fail to preserve 
order. 
481/16/2-2 
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Often one defines &’ by starting with some collection X of congruences 
on E’, with X inductive and closed under arbitrary intersection. One defines 
K E A? to be regular in X if there exist X, y E E such that K is maximal 
among (L E X / not .X&Y}. One then includes in 6 precisely those pairs (I;, M) 
such that K is regular in X and &I = n {L E X i KCL and xLy}. G is 
automatically plenary, and thus will be inherent provided only that it is 
equi-cardinal. Each such pair (K, M) is a covering pair in X, i.e., KC L C M 
does not occur for any L E X-, and will be referred to as a regular covering 
pair in X. For any pair (u, v) of elements of E which have (K, M) as a value, 
K is maximal among (L E & ! not ULV} and M = n {L EX ] KC L and 
uLv}. It follows that y < S iff E,, C E6 , so that r is actually inherent in the set 
{E, y E r> of lower y-congruences. Incidentally, this last property is also 
shared by V(E): 
PROPOSITIOX 12. Let E be an equi-cardinal r-set. Then V(E) is an inherent 
r-set and y .< S iff V, C V6 . 
Proof. Lemma 1. 
The following remarks, included here for convenience, presuppose some 
familiarity with wreath products, which are discussed in sections 4 and 5. 
When dealing with an ordered permutation group (G, S), one always works 
with the chain Y of all covering pairs in the chain of all convex G-congruences 
on S. Thus one has a category of objects, presented without r-valuations, in 
which each object has a certain distinguished collection .Y’ of pairs of 
congruences (equi-cardinal and plenary) suitable for defining an inherent r- 
valuation as above; and the category includes the universal objects (wreath 
products in this case). In such a category, one need not specify separately even 
the collection Y. Of course, the concept of a r-isomorphism between two 
objects still makes sense only with respect to a specific o-isomorphism used to 
identify the respective Y’s. 
This is not the case with non-ordered wreath products. None of the 
examples in [6] or the present paper of collections :Y of G-congruences can 
be carried over to the wreath product (W, R, 2). For example, if Y consists 
of all regular covering pairs of G-congruences, the pairs (R,, , Ry) can be 
shown to be regular covering pairs of W-congruences, but there are often 
other regular covering pairs as well. 
The same difficulty arises in [I] with abelian partially ordered groups and 
in [3] with abelian lattice-ordered groups (&groups). It is interesting to note 
that the difficulty can be removed for the category of completely distributive 
abelian l-groups. For those are precisely the abelian &groups for which there 
exists a unique minimal plenary collection of regular &ideals ([3, p. 1561 and 
[2, p. 497]), furnishing us with the desired distinguished collection. The 
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universal groups v are always completely distributive, for the values I’,, form 
the unique minimal plenary collection of regular values. 
If G C H are abelian &roups, Wolfenstein [8] defines H to be an archi- 
medean extension of G if restriction to H provides a bijection v from the 
collection fl, of all regular C-ideals of H onto the corresponding collection 
n, . In the proof of theorem 1, it is tacitly assumed that if H is an archi- 
medean extension of G, then the universal groups V(&) and V(n,) can be 
identified. However, this depends on knowing that y is an o-isomorphism 
(with 17, and lIH ordered by inclusion); and it is by no means obvious that 
there cannot exist two regular f-ideals L, and L, of H, neither contained in the 
other, such that L, A G CL, n G. The easiest remedy is to amend the 
definition of archimcdean extension to require that 9 be an o-isomorphism, 
although it can be shown (non-trivially) that the above difficulty does not 
occur. 
4. APPLICATIOK TO GEIKERALIZED WREATH PRODUCTS 
WC now apply the preceding results to Holland’s theory of wreath products 
[6]. Let G be a transitive group of permutations on a set S. A G-congruence 
is a congruence C on S such that (sg) C(tg) iff sCt, for all s, t E S, g E G. Let 
I’ = .Y = {(S,, , 9)) be a plenary collection of pairs of G-congruences 
(fixed for the rest of this section), ordered by (S,, , 3) < (S, , S*) iff SY c S, . 
Equi-cardinality follows automatically from the transitivity of G. The pair 
(S, Y) is an inherent r-set, and (G, S, 9’) will be called a I’-permutation 
group. (Applying this procedure to intransitive permutation groups yields 
examples of inherent r-sets which need not be equi-cardinal, but not much 
can be done in that degree of generality). 
Two permutation groups (H, T) and (K, V) are said to be isomorphic if 
there exist bijections vT : T -* U and qH : H -+ K such that (th) qr = 
(tvT)(ktpH) for all t E T, h E 11. It follows that vH is a group isomorphism. In 
the case of F-permutation groups, we shall say that the isomorphism is a 
r-isomorphism if vT is a F-isomorphism. Often we shall drop the subscripts 
and denote both maps simply by IJI. 
The following sequence of definitions is a rephrasing in r-set terminology 
of Holland’s definitions [6], except for an additional restriction in the defini- 
tion of immediate extension. Details of proof required during the sequence are 
suppressed, but they are not difficult and are to be found in 161. 
First, we pick an arbitrary x0 E Sand define SY to bc the residue set x,$?/S,, . 
For each g E G such that (x,sY)g = x,,sY, let &’ be the permutation of SY 
defined by (cS,,)~ = (tSY) g. Then the set G,, of all such i’s is a transitive 
permutation group on 3, . We shall call (GY , S,,) the y-component of (G, S). 
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(Holland denotes the y-congruences by C, and 0, and the y-component by 
(G, , S,,).) Since G is the transitive, (G,, , S,,) is independent (up to 
isomorphism) of the choice of x,, . (As with r-sets, the following construction 
of the wreath product can be applied to an arbitrary collection 
C(GVSJIYE~))ofP ermutation groups, I’ a partially ordered index set). 
We let R = V(S) = V(S, x0) and make R into a F-set (R, W) as in 
section 2, with y-congruences R,, and RY. This .F = R is the same as r = 9, 
i.e., we identify (R, , RY) with (S, , SY). Let w’ consist of those permutations 
of R which respect the R,,‘s (and hence also the RY’s). Let f E W’, Y E I’, 
x E R. f induces a permutation f,,x of $, , defined by (t(y)) fY,% = (tf)(y) for 
t E XRY. Let W = {f E W’ 1 fv,@ E G,, for all y  E r, x E R:>. W is a transitive 
permutation group on R, and (QV , &) = (G,, , $,) for each y  E I’. The 
r-permutation group (W, R, W) is called a (generalized) wreath product 
Wr(G, S, Y, x,,). Since the y-components (G,, , Sy) of (G, S, 9’) are inde- 
pendent (up to isomorphism) of the choice of x0 E S, so is the wreath product, 
so we may speak of the wreath product Wr(G, S, 9’) of (G, S, 9’). We seek 
an “immediate embedding” of (G, S, y) in Wr(G, S, 9). 
Before going any further, we should stop to consider two types of plenary 
Y’s which will yield especially nice embeddings. In [6], it is required that all 
values (S, , 9’) be covering pairs in {S,,> u {Sy}. This restriction can easily be 
added to the following treatment if desired. Ordinarily, even more restrictive- 
ness is appropriate, in order to simplify either the y-components (G,, , S,,) or 
the po-set I’. Two important examples are 
(1) r = the collection of all regular covering pairs in the collection % 
of all G-congruences. (This yields a smaller r than if regularity is omitted, as 
in [6]; and gives us the simpler rule y  < 6 i f f  S, C S, .) 
(2) X’ = a maximal chain in A?, and I’ = the collection of all covering 
pairs in z%’ (Holland). Of course these values are regular in .X’; and even in 
X, they are covering pairs. 
The next easily proved proposition shows that in both of these examples, the 
y-components are primitive, i.e., have no proper G,,-congruences. 
PROPOSITION 13 (Holland). (Gy , S,,) * p as rimitive if and only ;f (S,, , 3) is 
a covering pair in the collection of all G-congruences. 
We continue Holland’s sequence of definitions, heading toward a definition 
of immediate embedding. Suppose that (G, S) and (E-I, T) are permutation 
groups and that S _C T. By an auxiliary subgroup, we shall mean a subgroup G 
of H such that restriction to S provides ,a group isomorphism from G’ onto G. 
(G, S) is apermutation subgroup of (H, T) if there exists at least one auxiliary 
subgroup. If  (G, S) is a permutation subgroup of a r-permutation group 
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(H, T, Y), then if Y denotes the restriction of .Y to S, Y is plenary and thus 
(S, Y) is a T-subset of (T, 9). (Y and Y arc identified by the restriction 
map*) 
We consider separately the concept of auxiliary subgroup (Holland does 
not do this) because of its role in the following definition, upon which depends 
the sharpening of the theory of wreath products. If (H, T, 9) is a I’-permuta- 
tion group, we shall say that an ausiliary subgroup G’ is bound if it satisfies 
the following property: If M is a TV-class which does not meet S, and if 
g’ E G’ satisfies &Q’ = M, then g’ induces the identity map on IV/T? . When 
a bound auxiliary subgroup exists, we shall say that (G, S) is a bound permuta- 
tion subgroup of (ii, T, F). 
Let (Ii, T, 5) be a T-permutation group. Suppose that 
(1) (G, S) is a bound permutation subgroup of (Ii, T, S). 
(2) (G, S, .Y) is also a r-permutation group, where Y denotes the 
restriction of .Y to S; i.e., restriction to S is an o-isomorphism fromr onto Y. 
(3) The r-set (T, Y) is an immediate extension of the p-set (S, 9); 
so that $, and T, are “the same.” 
(4) Let M be a Ty-class which meets S. If M/z = M for some h E N, 
then there exists g E G such that Ng -= iit? for every T.,,-class Iv C M. Thus 
C:- 
 ^
H arc “the same.” r’ Y 
Under these conditions, we say that (H, T, 7) is an immediate exfension of 
(G, S, 9). This definition coincides with Holland’s [6, p. 1581, except that 
here the permutation subgroup is bound. 
An embedding of (G, S) in (N, T) consists of an injection up = 9s : S ---* T 
and a group homomorphism y -” yG : G -+ If, satisfying (sq)(gq) = (sg) 9 for 
all s cz S, g E G. It follows that rpc is a group isomorphism and that 
(G~J j Stp, Sp) is a perm~xtation subgroup of (H, T), with CT as an auxiliary 
subgroup. An embedding ‘p of a r-permutation group (G, S, 9) in (U> T, 7) 
is immediate if (11, T, 7) is an immediate extension of (Gp? j SF, SF, S@y), 
with Gy a bound auxiliary subgroup. 
Let (G, S, 9) be a r-permutation group, and let y E T, g E G, y E S. We 
denote by gY,$, the bijcction of ySy/S, onto (yg) Sy,/S, defined by (tS,,) g,,, = 
(tg) S,, . We shall speak of g,,, as being induced by the group G. If (G, S, .Y) 
happens to be wreath product, this notation agrees with the notationf,,,, used 
in the definition of wreath product. When the subscripts y and y are clear from 
context, we shall sometimes suppress then. Finally, we denote by a., the 
normalizer of GY in the symmetric group on S,/ . 
THEOREM 14. Let (G, S, 9’) be a ~~~~rn~~u~~~g~o~~. An x~-coord~~u~~~~~ 
tion (rpY,J of (S, 9’) yields (as described below) an immediate embedditzg of 
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(G, S, 9) in Wr(G, S, Y, x,,) if and only iffo each y  there exists some n,, E f iy 
such that each q~,,~ = d,,,n, for some dy,2/ induced by G (or, equivalently, if all 
~)r,~‘s lie in the same coset of ey in 8;). 
Proof. Let (W, R, 2) = Wr(G, S, 9, x0). Define v  = ps : S -+ R as in 
theorem 4, i.e., (YV)(Y> = (y&J s,~ ; so that the r-set (R, 22) is an immediate 
extension of (SF, 99). The embedding condition (sq)(gv) = (sg) QJ means 
precisely that qo must be defined so that for s ~ySy, ((sv)(y))(gp)Y,,, = 
WdM i.e., Ks&Jvh,y>(gdy,yQ = K&%h,yg I or kvX,yQ = 9-hy-1gy,y~y,yg - 
Accordingly, we define gv on S~J by this rule; and then, following Holland, 
we extend gv to R by defining (gv),,r , Y E R, to be (grp),,*, if there exists 
ST E TRY, and to be the identity map on SV otherwise. It is not hard to check 
(or see [6, pp. 168-1691 that ggi is indeed a permutation of R and that vo is a 
group homomorphism. Gv is a bound auxiliary subgroup, and it respects the 
y-congruences on R. 
There remain to be checked condition (4) in the definition of immediate 
extension and the question of whether (g~),,~ E GV for all y  E I’, g E G, y  E R. 
Combined, these state precisely that for y  E r and y, z E S, 
=F &Y-l 6, Y z’p,,z ’ where , , G,,,y,z = k,,,, I WVg = aSYJ 
Certainly each ~zJ~,~ = h,,,n,,, , where h,,, is induced by G and n,,, is some 
permutation of S, . Because h,,, and hy,z are induced by G, we know that 
G Y,Y.Z = h,,,t?,,h,,,-’ . Now 
‘py,y-l GY,,,Z%,B = ny,,-‘hy,,-’ (hY,,~YhY,z-l) hy,,zn,,z = %,y-l GYnY,B ’ 
and we wish to know when nY,;’ G,,n,,z = G Obviously this is the case if 
n = n,, is independent of y  and normalizes “$, . 
gy= f&,*-l 
Conversely, suppose that 
GYnV,z for ally, y, z. Taking x = y, we see that n,,, normalizes G,. . 
Now GY = ny,zll G,,v~~,~ = GYn,,W-ln,,, , so that n,,V-’ n,,, E GV for 
all y, y, z. Therefore it is possible to choose the n,,‘s and dr,y’s as required. 
This concludes the proof. 
Theorem 14 gives a description of an arbitrary immediate embedding of 
(G, S, Y) in its wreath product, except that the extension of gs, from Sp to R 
can be accomplished in ways other than that described in the proof of the 
theorem. Clearly the embeddings described by Holland [6, theorem 4.11, 
which are immediate even under the present definition, constitute a very 
restricted class of immediate embeddings. Now we phrase in two equivalent 
ways the main extension theorem. 
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EXTEKSION THEOREM 15. Let (G, S, 9) and (H, T, 3) be P-permutation 
groups, with (H, T, S) an immediate extension of (G, S, 9’). Pick any one bound 
auxiliary subgroup G’. Let q~ : (G, S, 9’) --+ Wr(G, S, 9, x0) be an immediate 
embedding. Then q~ can be extended to an immediate embedding +I : (H, T, F) 4 
Wr(G, S, 9, x0), where qua is extended in the sense that g’g = gq for each 
g E G. 
EXTENSION THEOREM 15’. Let (G, S, 9) and (I-I, T, S) be P-permutation 
groups. Let q~ : (G, S, 9’) -+ Wr(G, S, Y, x,,) and 4 : (G, S, 9) --F (H, T, F) 
be immediate embeddings. Then there exists an embedding q : (H, T, F) -+ 
Wr(G, S, Y, x0) such that I& = q (on both S und G). 
LEMMA 16. Theorem 15 is true to the extent that g’+ = gcp on ‘3~; and fur 
this, G’ need not be bound. 
This lemma is stated by Holland [6, theorem 4.41, but Holland’s proof 
works only for the r-set embedding qs . Theorem 14 makes it clear that the 
group map @o requires an approach essentially different from Holland’s 
Proof of Lemma 16. Let ( W, R, 92) = Wr(G, S, 9, x0) = Wr(H, T, .F, x0) 
and let {n, ( y E r} be the set provided for 9 by theorem 14. We apply the 
proof of theorem 5. Since v’s : (S, 9) --f (R, 3) is immediate, the coordinate 
maps vY,y do not need to be extended, so the notation qY,V is not needed. When 
ZSV does not meet R, and a new xvPz must be defined so that (A+) xrVZ = Z(Y), 
we arrange that xY,z == d,,,n, , d E G. This is made possible by the transitivity 
of G. Theorem 14 guarantees that the extension gs provided by theorem 5 
yields an immediate embedding of (H, T, 9) in (W, R, 99). The set of 
coordinate maps for rj? contains that for CJI, implying that g’q =: gv on Sv. 
COROLLARY 17 (Embedding Theorem, Holland). Ez~y P-permutation 
group (G, S, 9’) can be immediately embedded in its wreath product Wr(G, S, Y). 
When the coordinate maps vy,y are themselves induced by G, the assump- 
tion that (N, T, 9) is an immediate extension of (G, S, Y’) can be greatly 
relaxed; and the proof of lemma 16 can easily be modified to obtain 
COROLLARY 18. Let (G, S) be a permutation subgroup of a P-permutation 
group (H, T, F) and let Y denote the restriction of .Y to S. Suppose (G, S, 9’) 
is also a P-permutation group. Let p : (G, S, 9) + Wr(Z1, T, F, x0), x0 E S, 
be an immediate embed&ng whose coordinate mups are induced by G. Then q~ can 
be extended to an immediate embedding Q : (H, T, 9) -+ Wr(H, T, F, x0), but 
with g’q = gp, only on ST. 
The composition of appropriate maps obtained from lemma 16 and the 
following lemma 19 yield finally the proof of the extension theorem. 
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LEMMA 19. Suppose that CJI : (G, S, -Y) + Wr(G, S, y7, x,,) is an immediate 
embedding. Identify (G, S, 3’) with (Gq, ST, .Y~J). Let G’ and G” be any two 
bound auxifiary subgroups. Then there is a r-automorphism h of Wr(G, S, 9, x0) 
such that h is the identity on S andg’A = g” joy each g E G. 
Before proving lemma 19, we prove a sublemma which explains the 
importance of bound auxiliary subgroups. 
LEMMA 20. Let (G, S, Y) and (H, T, Y) be r-permutation groups, with 
(II, T, Y) an immediate extension of (G, S, Y’) and G’ a bound auxiliary 
subgroup. For y E I’, t E T, j ‘, g’ E G’, (tTy) j’ = (tTY)g’ provided only that 
(tT6)j’ = (tT6) g’jor every 6 > y such that tT6 meets S. In particular, tj’ -= tg’ 
if (tTJ f’ = (tT,)g’ for ezery 6 E r such that tT6 meets S. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that (tTY)f’ f  (tTY)g’ for some 
y, r,j’,~’ as prescribed. Then (tT6) k’ f  tTy, where K’ : j:e’-t E G’. Pick 
a value 6 > y  of the pair (t, th’), so that (tT6) k’ = tT”, but (tT,J h’ # tT, . 
I f  S met t T6, it would meet t T, , so by assumption we would have (tTs) j’ : 
(tT6) g’ and thus (tl’& K’ = tT6 , a contradiction. But since S does not meet 
tT6, K’ contradicts the assumption that G’ is bound. 
Proof of Lemma 19. Again we apply the proof of theorem 5. Let 
(W, R, W) = Wr(G, S, ,4*, x,,). Let T be the identity map on (G, S, -V); 
then each P)~,~ is the identity map on S, . We require of the triples (B, 8, {O.,,,j> 
not only that the coordinate maps satisfy the requirement 8,,, = d,,,n, of 
theorem 14, but also that for aery j E G, O,,, =j’By,U,,jn-l whenever B 
meets both yRy and yj’Rv, so that O,., and OY.y,, are both defined. (With 
subscripts supplied, this would read f?,,, = j;,,O,,,,,( j”-l)Y,V,,B , a product of 
permutations of SY .) This condition is satisfied by the initial triple 
(S, p, {qY,,)), for the ~~,~‘s are defined only for s’/-classes; and j’ and j” 
agree on S, while the P).,,~‘s are identity maps. 
Let us now consider the extension from 0 : B - R to x : B u (z) -+ R. For 
those y’s such that ZRY does not meet B, new x~.~‘s must eventually he defined. 
Before choosing f, wc define those new x.,,~‘s such that (3R’)j meets B 
for somejE G : xY,Z = j’Bv.Z,,j”-l. xv,; is independent of the choice of j, for 
suppose that (zRv)j’ and (zRY) K’ both meet B. Since zRW = (zRyj’)( j’-W), 
we know by induction that Ov,Z,, =j’-lk’By~Z~~kn-lj’, so that f’O,,,,,j”-1 = 
h~ey~,kwl, i.e., j’ and k’ yield the same xv.= . Now x.,,~ -=‘j ‘d,,/r,, j “-l. 
Since j’ and j”-’ (actually j,‘,Z and (j”-r)v,z,,e) are in GY and since 
72, normalizes G., , x.,,~ can be written as d,,,n, , with d,,, in GY , as required. 
When zj’RY meets B, we have x~,~,’ = BY,Z,, , so that xY,3 =j’~~.~,,j”-t. 
Also, when zh’RY = ZRY, h E G, then for.f’ as before, ah’j ‘RY meets B, so that 
XY.2 = Kf‘xv.z~~,~ j”-lh”-l = h’x,,,h”-* (since x~,~~‘,’ = xY,.‘,,) = h’x,+W’. 
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Therefore xY,z ==f’~~,~~.f”-l whenever zf’I?y meets B u (z), which is the 
other induction requirement 
To guarantee that lemma 3 can be used to choose PE R so that 
x : 23 u (s] -* R is a r-isomorphism and f(y) T= (~22,) xv,= for those y’s 
for which x.,,~ was just defined, we shall produce for each of those y’s, some 
m = m, E R such that m(6) := (zRg) xs,z for all 8 > y. Since (zRy)f’ meets B, 
we may pick p = p, E a$?~ such that pf’ E 13. Let nz = ( pj’) Bf”-r. By 
definition, f( ~j’)e)t~) T-L t pf’Rd @We + Apphk (~“-‘>wo , we get 
( pf’dj”-l)(S) = ( pf’R688,pr~)f”--*, i.e., 
m(6) = (pR”)f’88,Df~f”-1 = (~R~)f’B~,~~tf”-‘(for S > y) I= (zR,) x6.=, 
as required. The last equality follows from the induction assumption if zR% 
meets B (in which case x 6.z = 19&; and from the definition of xGrZ if xR8 
does not meet B (in which case (zR8) f’ meets B since 8 ,> y). 
Next we choose ZE R as described above, and define x as in the proof of 
theorem 5. Sow for those y’s such that (zRy)f’ does not meet B for any f ez G, 
we define the new x-,,~ so that (xR,) xv,= -- 2(y) and x.,,~ = d,.,n, , d E G, 
as in the proof of lemma 16. In this case, the question of whether, when +RY 
meets B u (z}, we have xr,z = f’~,~.~/, f “-I, arises only when xRY - $‘P = 
(zRy)f’. But then f' is the identity on zRy/R, since G’ is bound. Likewise, f” 
is the identity on zxRV/R, , and all is well, provided only that (ax.&?) f * = 
zR~x) which we now show. 
Suppose that 6 > y and that qRs meets S. Since the F-isomorphism x 
extends g, and thus is the identity on S, .qR, = (zR,) x = zR8. Since 
(XRY) f’ = xRy, (zR,)f’ = zR, ; and since fN agrees with f' on S, 
(zR,) fr) = xR, , i.e., (qR,)f” = zxRG . Applying lemma 20 to j” and lW , 
we find that (zxRy) f n = XX&?, as required. Therefore we do indeed know 
that x-,.~ = f ‘Xv,&’ j”-1. 
This completes the extension from B to x. By Zorn’s lemma, there exists an 
immediate embedding X of (IF, R, $2) into itself having the property that 
h y,Y = f’Ay,yf,fn-l for each y E l’, f e G, y E R. Applying this condition to 
yR’, we see that (yRy)h,~,f” = (yRv)f’&,,, , which yields ((yx)(y))f” :-= 
(yf ‘R-q $,& - (yf ‘A)(y) and thus ~(~~)~“)(y) = ((yh)( f ‘X)>(y). Since this 
holds for all y E f,f~ G, y E R, we have the crucial condition thatf” -- f ‘A. 
Since X : R -F R extends ‘p, AR is the identity on S. hR is an immediate F-set 
embedding, so by theorem 8, it maps R onto R. By the definition of W, Aw 
maps W onto W. Hence X is a P-automorphism of (W, R, W), This concludes 
the proof of lemma 19 and thus of the extension theorem. 
WC now state four corollaries of the extension theorem. In the first, wreath 
products are characterized as those F-permutation groups which are 
~~~d~a~e~y closed, i.e., have no proper immediate extensions. (The d~nition 
of %nmediately closed” will turn out not to be affected by whether one 
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requires in the definition of immediate extension that the permutation 
subgroup be bound.) The equivalence of (l), (2), and (3) of the corollary 
is due to Holland; (4) is new. We say that (G, S, 9) is complete if the r-set 
(S, 9’) is overlap complete and if there is no permutation group II on the same 
set S which properly contains G, and yet respects all the congruences in 9 
and has fi”, = GY for all y E r = 9’. This concept was defined in [7j for 
ordered permutation groups, where the concept of overlap completeness 
is simpler because r is totally ordered. 
COROLLARY 21. For a F-permutation group (G, S, 9’), the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) (G, S, 9’) is immediately closed. 
(2) Every immediate embedding of (G, S, 9) in Wr(G, S, 9’) is onto. 
(3) (G, S, 9’) is isomorphic to Wr(G, S, 9’). 
(4) (G, S, 9’) is complete. 
Proof. Clearly (1) (without “bound”) implies (1) (with “bound”) implies 
(2) implies (3). By theorem 8, (3) implies (4) implies (1) (without “bound”). 
Indeed, if (IV, R, 9) is a wreath product, (R, .9) is immediately closed as a 
r-set. 
COROLLARY 22. Any two immediately closed immediate extensions of a 
F-permutation group (G, S, -9) are F-isomorphic over (G, S, 9); and if G’ and 
G” are respective bound auxiliary subgroups, the P-isomorphism Xcan be arranged 
so that g’h = g” for each g E G. Thus, to within F-isomorphism which is over 
(G, S, 9’) and satisfies the above condition on bound auxiliary subgroups, 
Wr(G, S, 9’) is the unique immediately closed immediate extension of (G, S, 9). 
Holland states this result, except that his isomorphism is not over (G, S, 9) 
(and of cource he does not mention the bound auxiliary subgroups). 
Because this refinement depends unavoidably on the extendability of 
immediate embeddings, it cannot be proved with Holland’s techniques, The 
same is true of the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 23. Any two immediate embeddings v1 and v2: of a F-permuta- 
tion group (G, S, -9) in Wr(G, S, -9) d@r by an automorphism h of 
Wr(G, S, 9’), i.e., v,,X = q+ . 
COROLLARY 24. Let ( W, R, W) be a wreath product and let x,, be an arbitrary 
element of R. The rule (yh)(y) = (yR,) &*, , y E R, gives a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the collection of F-automorphisms /\ of (W, R, W) and the 
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collection of x0-coordinatizations of R which satisfy &,, = d,,,n, , with d r G, 
n, E 8? . Those F-automorphisms for which each h,., E G,, constitute a normal 
subgroup of the entire group of .P-automorphisms. 
Proof. Because (W, R, 93) is immediately closed, its r-automorphisms are 
precisely the immediate embeddings X of (ZV, R, 9) in itself. Because RX = R, 
WA need not be extended; and thus h is completely determined by its coordi- 
natization. The one-to-one correspondence follows from theorems 4 and 14. 
Because (IV, R, W) is a wreath psoduct, each A.,., is simply a permutation of 
s,, . If h and p are both I’-automorphisms of (W, R, .%), then (XF)~,, = X.i,r~,,,.h 
and (X-l),,,, = (X/,r)-l. The rest of the theorem follows. 
Our last result has a different flavor. \Ve partially order the collection of 
immediate extensions of (G, S, 9’) by setting (W, A, 9’) < (W, T, 9) iff 
(W, R) is a permutation subgroup of (H, T), with the r-set structure ignored. 
Since an immediate extension of an immediate extension of (G, S, .Y’) is 
itself an immediate extension of (G, S, Y’), every maximal immediate 
extension is immediately closed. If G is finite, the converse is a simple matter 
of cardinality, but in general the converse is presumable false. The converse 
does hold in an important special case: 
THEOREM 25. Every p~mutation group (G, S) can be made into a .P- 
permutation group (G, S, 9) in such a way that 
(I) F = Y’ is totally ordered, 
(2) Each y-component (G7 , $,) is primitive, and 
(3) Wr(G, S, Y) is the unique (as in corollary 22) maximal immediate 
extension of (G, S, 5“). 
Proof. Vvc choose ras in example (2) preceding proposition 13. (1) and (2) 
are automatic. We prove the maximality of (W, R, W) = Wr(G, S, 9); 
uniqueness will then follow from corollary 22. Suppose that (W, R, @) < 
(II, ?“, 9-T’). (I-1, T, F) will be an immediate extension of ( W, R, %?) (using the 
definition without the word “bound”), and thus equal to (W, R, S?), pro&ded 
that restriction to R maps each (T, , Tr) onto (R, , Ry). This will certainly be the 
case if every covering pair of W-congruences is (R, , Rr) for some y F I’. 
(This need not hold if r is only partially ordered. If r consists of two 
incomparable points, the pair (I?, F), where E is the trivial congruence and F 
is either of the lower y-congruences, is not of this form.) Because of (1) and 
(2), it suffices to show that every IV-congruence is the intersection of some 
collection of R,,‘s. 
Let E be any W-congruence and let d = {y E 1’1 EC R,). Then 
ECi-l&d&, and we claim equality. Let A’ = F\A and pick an arbitrary 
fi E A’. VVe claim that R, C E. It sutIices to show that for any r E R, rR, C_ YE. 
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Since@$A, E$&, so we may choose q E R so that (q, r) has value 17 > j3, 
but @r. TEA’ by the definition of A. Now choose any p E rR@ ; then 
~(7) = r(q) $: q(q). The chain Lr = (y E r J p(y) # r(y)) satisfies the 
maximal property, and r < 7 for each VT EEL. Define z(: so that if TE Z7, 
ec;,,, E pY and (r(r)) w,,, = p(?r); and so that r~j~,, is the identity on $ if 
7r 4 Lr or yR* $ rR”. Since IZ satisfies the maximal property, w : R -+ R and 
thus w E EK By construction, rw = p and qzo = q. Now since qEr, we have 
(qw) I, i.e., qEp, so that pL?q& and thus pl?r, i.e., p E rE. Therefore 
rRe C rE. This proves the claim that Rp C E for each @ E A’. 
Now usEd, Re C E C nsod Ii, , If A’ has no greatest element, equality 
obtains throughout, and we are done. If A’ has a greatest clement (Y, then 
R, !E EC nsEd R, = RX. Further, R, C B since 01$ A, and thus RJ C E since 
(@% ,&) is primitive. Hence E - Ra = nsed Rs , as required. 
5. WWATH PRODUCTS OF ORDERED PERMUTATION GROUPS 
The theory of wreath products is applied in [7] by Holland and the present 
author to transitive ordered permutation groups (G, S), S a chain and G a 
group of order-preserving permutations (o-permutations) of S, with 
pointwise ordering. 9’ is always taken to be the chain of aU covering pairs in 
the chain of convex G-congruences, so r -‘- Y need not be separately 
specified. 1Vhen the orderings are suppressed, (G, S, 9) is a (non-ordered) 
r-permutation group. Each y-component (C?, , 4) is o-primitive, i.e., has no 
proper convex G-congruences. In defining( Fif, R) = Wr(G, S), R is ordered 
lexicographically from the right. 
Both the set and group maps of an embedding are required to be o-iso- 
morphisms. In the definition of permutation subgroup, we require that S be a 
subchain of T; and we require of an auxiliary subgroup G’ that its restriction 
to S be an o-isomorph~n~ of G’ onto G. The second condition, which is not 
included in 171, implies that if (G, S) is a permutation subgroup of (H, T) with 
auxiliary subgroup G’, then the identity map ‘ps and the map 9~ sending 
g +g’ constitute an embedding of (G, S) in (If, 2”). Similarly, if 97 : (G, S) --t 
(H, T) is an embedding, the requirement that 2 -t ga, and g + (~7) 1 &I both 
be o-isomorphisms forces the restriction of Gv to &J to be an o-isomorphism. 
Conveniently, we have 
PROPOSITION 26. Let (G, S) and (H, T) be o-permutation groups, with 
(H, T) an immediate extension of (G, S). Let G’ be any bound auxiliary 
subgroup. Then restriction to S is automatically an o-isomorphism from G’ onto G. 
Proof. Clearfy if g’ is positive, g is also positive. Now suppose that g is 
positive and pick any t E T. Suppose by way of contradiction that tg’ < t. 
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Let y  be the value of (tg’, t), so that (tg) TV = tTv but tgT, < t’r, . Since G 
is bound, S meets tTY and thus also tT., , and we contradict the assumption 
that g is positive on S. 
In the definition of immediate extension (called c-extension in [A), 
condition (2) now says that restriction to S should be one-to-one from Y onto 
-4” and that ,Y should consist of all covering pairs in the chain of convex 
G-congruences. 
we list all changes required in the statements and proofs of the preceding 
section. In theorem 14, WC specify that each vvVu preserve order, i.e., that 8,, 
be the normalizer of C?, in the d-group of all o-permutations of S, . For this is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for vs to be an o-isomorphism; and given 
that ys is an o-isomorphism, one deduces from proposition 26 that yo is also 
an o-isomorphism. In the proofs of lemmas 16 and 19, we require that the 
coordinate maps prcscrve order. In corollary 21, “immediately closed” now 
has several equivalent interpretations. WC may delete the word “bound” in 
the definition of immediate extension; and if this is done, we may delete (as in 
[7]) the order requirement of the restriction from G’ to G. Finally, WC may 
require that even among non-ordered r-permutation groups, (G, S, P) have 
no proper immediate extensions (with or without the word “bound.“) Each 
of these implies (2) and is implied by (4). (It is easily checked that if (G, S) 
is an o-permutation group and if (H, S, Y), a (not necessarily ordered) 
permutation group on the same set S, is an immediate extension of (G, S), 
then each h E II is an o-permutation.) In the statement of corollary 24, we 
make the same change as in theorem 14. Since r is here totally ordered, 
theorem 25 says simply that Wr(G, S) is the unique (as in corollary 22) 
maximal immediate extension of (G, S). Its proof can be simplified by using 
theorem 5 of [7], which states that in an ordered wreath product (ly, R), the 
(R, , RY)‘s constitute all covering pairs of convex W-congruences. Xo other 
changes arc needed. Of these results, [7j contains only the embedding 
theorem and corollaries 21 and 22 (but with the isomorphism not over (G, S)). 
It was shown in [7] that if G is an /-group, the wreath group W is also an 
f-group and there exists an immediate embedding v  of (G, S) in Wr(G, S) 
such that yc is an &isomorphism. 
LEMMA 27. Let (G, S) and (If, T) b e o- p ermutation groups, with (II, T) 
an immediate extension of (G, S). Suppose that G and Ii are both l-groups. Then 
ez;~y bound auxiliary subgroup G’ is an l-subgroup of II. 
Proof. It suffices to show that g E G, (g v  1)’ :.= g’ v  1. Pick any t E T. 
Suppose first that tg’ 2: t. Then for every y  such that tT, meets S, 
(tT.,)(g v  1)’ = (tT,,)g’. By lemma 20, t(g v  1)’ 1.: tg’. Suppose next that 
tg’ < t. Then for every y  E 1’ such that tT., meets S, (tT,)(g v  1) = tT,, , 
so t(g v  1)’ = t. Therefore (g v  1)’ -= g’ v  1. 
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THEOREM 28. Let (G, S) and (23, T) be o-p~~tat~o~ groups, alnd bt 
p) : (G, S) --+ (H, T) be an immediate embedding. Suppose that G and N are 
both f5groups, Then yG is an ~-~orn~p~~rn. 
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